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The Chinese Lyric
Mia0 Yueh
Translated by John Minford
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Origins
CHANGHUI-YEN%BZ,in the Preface to his Lyric Anthology Z!%%,
gives a most
succinct account of the origins of the lyric: "It originated," he writes, "with the
poets of the T'ang dynasty, who made new metres out of popular songs, adding
their own words, or 'lyrics'."
T'ang verse, though written in lines of regular length, was sung to irregular
tunes, and the singer had t o match text with music by adding words as he went
along. In time this practice was felt to be too clumsy, and poets, either in response
t o musicians' requests or on their own initiative, created the new lyric form, which
followed the melodic pattern and was easier to sing. The biography of Wen T'ingyiin EB?% in the Old T'ung History gdf, for example, says that "he followed the
music of strings and flutes to create his original and captivating lyrics". Such were
the beginnings of the lyric as a poetic form.
The new form was at first called "lyrics to music" E Q ~ Z ? ! , then "lyrics" for
short. So lyrics are just words to music, and there is no deeper significance in the
derivation of the term. It is true that in the ancient dictionary Shuo Wen 3%we
find the word tz'u Sl defined as "the Outward Expression of an Inward Idea". But
this refers to tz'u in the compound yii-tz'u ZZ!, "verbal expression". Tuan Yiits'ai EZB glosses it as "words with either a descriptive or an expletive function".
Tz'u as a literary term has a quite separate history. The pregnant nature of lyric
verse, which coincided so well with the Inwardness of the Shuo Wen definition,
may have led writers of a later age to invent this derivation. We come across it for
the first time in the Sung dynasty, in Lu Wen-kuei @%S's Preface to the lyrics of
Chang Yen %&: White Clouds in the Hills U.J+EiSSJ%.Later Chang Hui-yen was
particularly fond of the theory, and it became accepted as part of the critical orthodoxy. But the first lyric poets of the Middle and Late T'ang had no such meaning in mind.'

he lyrics traditionally ascribed to Li Po have been shown in recent
times to be forgeries. The fnst lyrics date from Middle Tang.
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Form
THE LYRICS OF MIDDLE and Late T'ang, of the Five Dynasties and of the early
years of Northern Sung were all hsiao ling 'J\+, or Short Snatches, and their prosodic features were still similar to those of regular verse.2 For example: Sheng-chatzu !&SF (The Hawthorn Song) resembles a double five-syllable quatrain in Oblique
rhyme; Yii-IOUch'un BBS (Spring in the Jade Pavilion) resembles a double sevensyllable quatrain in Oblique rhyme; Che-ku t'ien Et!&X (Partridge Skies) resembles
a double seven-syllable quatrain in Level rhyme, except that the first line of the
second quatrain is divided into two three-syllable lines. Other metres, including Lang
t 'ao sha @R@ (Waves Wash the Sand), Lin-chiang hsien @E/a(Fairy at the River(Strangers in Saint's
side), Yii mei-jen @%A (Beautiful Lady Yii), P'u-sa man
Coif) are all basically five-syllable or sevensyllable metres, with the addition or
subtraction of an occasional syllable. In most cases the rules for tonal euphony
within the line are similar to and no stricter than those of Regulated Verse.
By the reign of the Sung emperor Jen-tsung C Z (1023-1064), the longer man
tz'u tB27, or Slow Songs, had come into fashion, and in subsequent years musical
specialists like Chou Pang-yen, Mo-chi Ya-yen SB%S and Chiang K'uei S@created
new metres, and lyric prosody began t o acquire a greater complexity. Tonal rules
became stricter, and finer distinctions were drawn between both Yin and Yang
tones and Rising and Falling tones. Sometimes lyric poets deliberately created a
distorted sound (by the use of irregular tonal sequences), in order to give a feeling
of agitation or distress. The later lyrics were moving further and further from the
prosody of Regulated Verse and of the earlier Snatches.
An example of the new tonal finesse can be found in the last line of the metre
An hsiang W!$ (Faint Fragrance), where the four syllables must be
1. Rising
2. Level
3. Falling
4. Entering
in that order, with no substitution allowed between the three Oblique Tones. e.g.
%%WR (Chiang K'uei)
i%E%E
(Wu Wen-ying W X Z )
In addition to the tones, there were four further subdivisions: Stressed and
Unstressed, Voiced and Voiceless. Chang Yen tells how his father, Chang Shu
E%, when composing a lyric t o the metre Hsi hua ch'un 'FEES (Treasuring Spring
Blossoms), found the word "deep" % in the line "the latticed casement deep"
%%E unmusical. He changed it t o .''dark" @He
I. was still not satisfied, however,
and only thought the line sufficiently musical (i.e. singable) when he changed the
last word again, this time to "bright" sB. All three words are in the old Level Tone,
so what was bothering him? The answer is t o be found in the phonetic niceties of
the Five Sonorities- labial, dental, guttural, lingual and nasal-and
in the associated qualities of Stress and Voicing (see Chang Yen's Origins of the Lyric $+@).
Distinctions as fine as this had never been observed in Regulated Verse.
2~rosodyis used here as a conventional equivalent of chii fa @&,and
refers to pattern of line length.
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There were also strict rhyming rules in lyric composition. Oblique rhyme
usually included all three Oblique Tones. But some metres specified the Entering
tone. The Tz'u-lin cheng-yiin td;ff;i€%iby KO Tsai Bft lists more than twenty such
metres. If we check them against existing lyrics written in Sung times, we find that
not all conform to this rule. But some do, like Chiang K'uei's An hsiang (Faint
Fragrance), Shu ying RB3 (Scattered Shadows), P'i-p a' hsien EWcll (Fairy with the
P'i-pa), and Ch'i-liang fan @%?i@ (Lonely Song in Parallel Keys). These all have a
strong, stirring sonority, and for such "blasts on a muted Tartar pipe", rhymes on
the Entering tone were clearly ~uitable.~
Rhymes on Rising or Falling tones, while
permissible, would somehow alter the effect. Ch'iu hsiao yin
(Autumn
Nocturne) and Ch'ing shang yuan %G?E(Elegy in the Key of Ch'ing-shang) should
have a Rising rhyme throughout; Ts'ui IOUyin %Be (Song of the Blue Pavilion)
and Chii-hua hsin %E% (Fresh Chrysanthemums) should have a Falling rhyme
throughout; while some metres have a Rising rhyme in some lines and a Falling
rhyme in others, or have set rhyming tones only at the beginning and end of the
stanza. It has been said that overstrictness in the rules of regular verse is akin to
hardness of heart; but the rules of lyric verse are even stricter-sometimes indeed
as rigorous as the proverbial laws of Shen Pu-hai +F% and Han Fei-tzu S g F 3 .
So, although the lyric was at first only an offshoot of regular verse (as evidenced by another of its early names, Ends of Verse-%%),
it subsequently
flourished in its own right. Like a satellite state, that grows into an independent
nation, the lyric grew to maturity, acquired its own unique forms and with the
passing of time underwent a more and more complex transformation.

Content
WE SHOULD NOT .HOWEVER give the impression that the lyric differs from regular

verse only in its outward form, its prosodic structure and tonal rules. There is also
a marked difference in its content, in the moods it evokes and the worlds it createse4
Outward form may be more crudely tangible than inner content, and in a superficial
way easier to differentiate. But at a deeper level content is cause and form only
effect. In other words, difference of content precedes difference of form, and if we
wish to understand how lyric verse differs from regular verse, and how it grew out
of the regular mould and established its own separate identity, its own world, we

3 ~ . Tay,
~ . in his article "From Snow to Plum Blossoms", J o u m l of
A s h Studies, 25 no. 2 , 1966, compares the "abrupt Entering tone" to
a "thud on a muffled drum". Level, Rising and Falling tones he compares
respectively to a "dong" (the drum struck at the centre), a "drone" (near
the periphery) and a "tom" (forcefully at the centre). He also observes
that the two tone categories (Level and Oblique) perform a function in
Chinese verse similar to that played by stress in Enghh verse. They are,
he says, analogous respectively to "reverberant bells and drums, and dull
rapping on wood and rock".

4 ~ o ra good synopsis of the meaning of 'korld" in Chinese poetics,
see James J. Y. Liu, The Art o f Chinese Poetry, pp. 81-87.
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must examine not the secondary differences of form, but the primary differences
of content.
When men commit their inner experiences to paper, they may begin by writing
prose. But some of these experiences may be too abstruse and subtle for the medium
of prose. It is to express these that poetry comes into being. Prose is explicit statement, poetry veiled innuendo; prose is plainspoken; while poetry abounds in metaphors; prose is full and exhaustive, poetry restrained and suggestive. These two
forms differ in accordance with the subtlety of their content. Each has its limitations. Poetry can reach beyond the bounds of prose, but cannot encompass the same
range.
Although poetry in general deals with the subtler aspects of human experience,
there is a still more elusive and refined level of subtlety, a still greater delicacy of
nuance, that cannot find expression in the regular poetic forms, even if these are
stretched to their utmost limits. A new form is needed. This is where the lyric comes
in. Not as the conscious creation of one or two individuals, but as the natural
product of experiment and evolution. We have already described how poets of the
Middle T'ang, who had previously written in the regular forms, began to write in
lines of varying length, in order to fit the irregular melodic patterns. The very first
lyrics were in one sense no more than a solution to a musical problem, and the lyric
verse of Po Chu-i BE%, Liu Yu-hsi ~ 4 & % and their contemporaries was not so
very different in mood from their regular verse. But once they had led the way,
more and more poets experimented with the form, and as they gradually discovered
the wealth of different metres, each with its distinctive pattern of varying line-length
and its own rhythmic lilt, they realized that here was a form at once lighter and
more supple than regular verse. It was perfectly suited to the expression of those
very experiences, those subtle feelings and fugitive melancholy moods, that were
beyond the reach of the old regular forms. Once one or two writers of genius had
exploited its special qualities and revealed its unique possibilities, the lyric was
established as an independent literary form.
Wen Ting-yun and Wei Chuang Sfi wrote both regular and lyric verse. Wen's
lyrics have a wistful melancholy and a mellifluous beauty. Here is one, to the tune
Keng-IOUtzu EST (The Water Clock):

Embers o f incense
In the jade brazier
With candle's crimson tears
Conspire
To glow on gilded walls,
Autumnal mood,
Faded make-up, hair awry,
Coverlet and pillow cold,
A long night
Ahead.
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A t midnight the rain
On the wu-t'ung tree
Not knowing the pain
O f loneliness
Falls leaf to leaf
Dripping
On the bare steps
Till dawn.
Wei Chuang's lyrics have a quiet charm, a subtle enchantment. Here is one, t o
the tune Ho-yeh pei @%;M' (The Lotus Leaf Cup):

I remember
That year among the jlowers
Deep in the night
Meeting m y love
For the first time:
West of the Water Pavilion
Behind painted curtains,
Holding hands,
A secret tryst.

A t the morning oriole's cry,
As the tattered moon went down,
And we said goodbye!
Since then,
Not a word.
We are both far from home;
Why should we ever meet again?
Wen T'ing-yiin and Wei Chuang have created a new world. Nowhere in their
regular verse is such an atmosphere as this to be found. If the lyric form had not
existed, they could never have embodied this inner world so fully. Li Shang-yin
+El%stretched the regular verse-forms to their limit of subtlety and refinement.
Beyond this limit, poets were compelled to strike out and find a fresh form, just
as water breaks out of an old course into a new channel. It was a natural process.
As so often happens, simple beginnings led t o far-reaching consequences. The poets
of Middle T'ang, when they first modified regular verse to make it easier to sing,
could hardly have foreseen what their simple innovations would lead to.
So although in a loose sense lyric verse is akin to regular verse and distinct from
prose, if we look more closely we find that it is also quite distinct from regular verse.
Regular verse seems explicit when compared with the even more suggestive and
veiled mode of expression found in the lyric; it seems plainspoken and exhaustive,
when compared with the even more symbolic and restrained style of the lyric. To
quote Wang Kuo-wei £El%:
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"The lyric form is one of exquisite refinement and sophisticated
beauty. While this enables it to deal with subjects that are beyond the
scope of regular verse, it also limits its range. Regular verse is broader
in scope, the lyric deeper in expression." This is the principal distinction between the two forms. (Lyric Remarks for the Human World
BB'JZZIB6)

Since the lyric is concerned with the subtlest levels of human experience, its
chosen themes, the worlds it creates, its soulds and colours must be correspondingly subtle. We can summarize these under four broad headings.

I. Delicacy of Language
While both the writer of regular verse and the lyric poet embody human
experience through imagery, while both use natural scenery and living thingsanimals, birds, plants and trees of all kinds-to
create moods, the lyric poet will
always choose the more ethereal and exquisite image. When describing the sky, he
will prefer a faint rain, a solitary cloud, scattered stars and a pale moon. His landscape will tend to be one of distant peaks, meandering banks, misty isles and fishermen's shoals. For his creatures he will prefer the petrel, the flitting oriole, the cold
cicada or newly-amved geese. For vegetation, wilting blossoms, floating catkins,
fragrant herbs and weeping willows. His buildings will consist of painted ceilings,
gilded halls, fretted casements and carved portals. His household objects will be such
things as silver lamps, golden censers, phoenix screens and jade goblets. When
describing jewelry and clothes, he will imagine iridescent sleeves, gauze apparel,
jasper hairpin and kingfisher diadem. His preferred emotions will be groundless grief,
sweet musings, quiet enjoyment, and feelings of seclusion. Even the language used
t o describe the most ordinary setting will be exquisite and delicate. For instance,
pavilion and hall are common enough things. But "windswept pavilion, moonlit
hall" (from one of Liu Yung @Pdc7slyrics) are at once part of a more rarefied world.
Again, flowers and willows are common enough. But "willows at dusk, flowers in
the twilight" (from a lyric by Shi Ta-tsu *S&)
evoke a very special atmosphere
of quiet seclusion. While this type of language is inappropriate in prose, and even in
regular verse can seem precious if not used with discretion, in lyric verse it is perfect.
Each form has its own standard of appropriateness.
A lyric poet will use delicate imagery to express even a tragic or heroic sentiment. When Chiang K'uei passed through Yangchou, he wrote in his Yangchou Man
El.l.l3IE(Yangchou Elegy) of his grief at the aftermath of the Jurched incursion led
by Wan-yen Liang 52133%:

After the raid,
The Tartar cavalry have gone,
Leaving behind
Ruined ponds,
Withered trees,
And a people
Loth to mention war.
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And later in the same poem:

The Twenty Four Bridges
Have survived:
A ripple in midstream,
Cold moon,
Silence.
Ponds, trees, ripple and moon-all
delicate touches. Lamenting the decline of the
Southern Sung, Chiang wrote the lines:

ETE

Alas! a whole nation
Made over to cuckoo-song!
Pa Keui

-k-EclJ
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Here again, a delicate image, this time of the cuckoo.
Hsin Ch'i-chi's lyrics are powerful and free, and yet, when he wished to express
his bitterness at the national decline and at his own personal rejection, he wrote lines
such as these: from the end of Mo yii-erh S&R (Catching Fish):

Do not gaze
From that high balcony:
The sunset
And misty willows
Are a sight to break the heart.
Images like the "high balcony" and the "misty willows" convey his passionate indignation with.a subtlety and delicacy appropriate to the lyric form.
As a final example of delicacy, here is Ch'in Kuan S W s lyric to the tune Huan
hsi sha .G@% (Wash Creek Sand):

Silently a light chill
drifts up to m y chamber.
Dawn shadows loiter
like autumn lees.
Pule haze
on the moving streamThe painted screen
encloses a sequestered ease.
Carefree flying petals
light as dreams,
Endless silken threads o f rain
fine as care.
Limp,
from its tiny silver hook

?%Z%BAI/J\B
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Hangs
the embroidered portidre.
In this perfect fusion, emotion and setting enhance each other like pearl and jade in
a necklace. It is one of Ch'in Kuan's finest poems. Take the setting: a little room,
and within it a painted screen; on the screen, a pale haze on the stream; an embroidered porti6re hangs from a tiny silver hook. The physical details are all exquisite. The time of day is dawn, when shadows loiter and a light chill drifts silently
upwards. Not just any shadows, but dawn shadows, not just an ordinary chill, but a
light chill. And both further attenuated by the words "loiter" and "silently".
Outside, the petals fly, carefree and light as dreams; the rain falls in threads, endless
and fine as care; throughout the poem, the choice of images and the way in which
they are used show a masterly skill, a wonderfully suggestive and delicate touch.
The five-syllable Regulated Octet has been compared to an Clite gathering of
cultured gentlemen, to which butchers and wine-merchants could not possibly be
admitted. I would compare this lyric of Ch'in Kuan's to a gathering of beautiful
ladies and young maidens in a garden pavilion, too select not only for commoners
but even for scholars and hermits. Its exclusive quality enables it to capture the
subtle fragrance, the ineffable essence of an experience, and in reading it we feel
transported to a purer and more mysterious realm, and my heart is filled with an
almost unbearable melancholy. Even the regular verse of Li Shang-yin does not have
such a haunting and magical effect. This is the peculiar power of the lyric poet, to
create with delicate imagery a unique world embodying his intimate personal experience. The words are tangible, but their ultimate meaning is elusive. Though
small and delicate in themselves, they have the power to suggest something much
larger. At a first reading they strike the ear and eye with a vivid impact. Prolonged
recitation brings out their deeper and more abiding fascination.
II. Lightness of Substance
Chen Tzu-lung EST%wrote: "The lyric is a fragile form. Pearls and kingfisher
feathers are too heavy for it, let alone dragon and phoenix." It is only natural that
with delicacy of language should go lightness of substance. Although regular verse
and lyric verse are not material objects, and we cannot actually put them on the
scales, if we recite them to ourselves and mull them over, we become aware of a
relative difference in weight. That is not to say that the lyric is trivial. In a lyric, a
very serious idea would still be expressed in a light and ethereal fashion. This is
dictated by the nature of the form. Let me give an example. We all know what it is
like to be reunited with family and friends after a long absence. The joy is so
intense, we feel almost as if in a dream. Tu Fu, in his poem "Ch'iang village", tells
how after the An Lu-shan 3?@CL1 troubles he returned home, to find

Wife and children amazed that I'm alive:
The first shock over, still they wipe their eyes.
Through the turmoil o f the civil war
Kind fate protected me.
Neighbours come crowding to the fence
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With sobs and sighs o f disbelief:

....
When might falls, we light our candle,
Gazing at each other as in a dream.

B%%&%k
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A deep feeling weightily expressed, striking the reader with the force of a rock
plunging from a perilous height. Compare it with Yen Chi-tao @%2Z's lyric to the
tune Che-ku t'ien E@X (Partridge Skies), describing his reunion with his beloved
after a long separation:

Since we parted
I would recall our days together.
How often
My dreaming soul joined yours!
Tonight
By the silver taper's light
We'll gaze,
Afraid this meeting
Is just another dream.

@%'Jl&
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The sentiment is very close to Tu Fu's, but cast in a lyric mould its substance becomes lighter and more ethereal, the lightness giving it a dappled grace, like that of
a dragonfly skimming the water and whirling through the air, or of a still lake in
which the wind stirs a slight ripple. This grace is the hallmark of the lyric. For
weight and strength it cannot compare with regular verse. But it excels in lilt and
charm, helped in this by its metrical irregularity.

III. Narrowness of Range
Prose can be philosophical, narrative, lyrical or descriptive. Regular verse is
usually either lyrical or descriptive, but can also be philosophical or narrative. Lyric
verse can only be lyrical or descriptive. It is totally unsuited to both philosophy and
narration. This is partly because of its metrical intricacy, but is also caused by the
essential nature of the lyric form.
Su Shi %R (Tung-p'o) and Hsin Ch'i-chi +S%,both masters of the lyric form,
tried using it for philosophical themes. Here are two examples, the first by Su, to
(A Courtyard Full of Fragrance):
the tune Man tyingfang %E%

For Fame as insubstantial as the horn of a snail,
For Profit the size of the head o f a flyWhy make a fuss,
When gain and loss
Are fixed before we even try?
While I'm young and have the leisure
Let me have my bit o f pleasure,
Even if a hundred years from now
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I have nothing more to show
Than thirty-six thousand five hundred
Drunken fits!
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The second, by Hsin, is to the tune Shao pien %%ii
( A Slow Chant):

Two snails-horn kingdoms fight:
Buffetland to the left,
Mauletania to the right.
The battlefield stretches
A thousand miles.
The little mind,
So circumscribed,
Though void,
Contains the Infinite.
In which light,
What need o f parables to prove
Mount Tai no bigger than a strand
Of hair?
The universe has always been
A grain o f sand.
Size is a relative idea.
Dove and eagle are quite content
Each to follow his own bent.
Robber Chi a saint
Makes Confucius a sinner;
Joy for a dead child
Means grief for Methuselah.
Have you ever heard
Fire Rats discussing the cold,
Or Ice Worms debating the heat?
Whose is the last word?
Both these poems fall flat, and the banal effect they create is sufficient proof that
the philosophical experiment has failed.
Quotations too, from the Classics, the Histories, the Philosophers and even
from Buddhist literature, while they may be introduced quite happily into regular
verse, usually seem out of place in lyric verse; Hsin Ch'i-chi was adept at using other
men's lines, and his lyrics are often a patchwork of quotations. His favourite sources
are the Analects, Mencius, the Tso Chuan &@, Chuang-tzu E?, the Songs o f the
A New Account o f
South %*%, the Hiitorical Records el?,the Hun History i%S,
and the poetry of Li Po
Tales of the World W%%S, mao-ming Wen Hsuan E%2%
and Tu Fu. Take lines such as

Nothing can be better
Than to be able
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To devote oneself to the Changes
And the Odes. . .
At the age o f fifty
P'o-lo-menyin @ZB'J
3I
(The Brahman Song)

and

Success and failure,
Survival and destruction,
Promotion and rejection
Are all the same to me.
I'd like to ask Fan Chi
About farming.
A humble cottage can make a resting place,
Gzttle and sheep
Coming home at sunset.

BZGt
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Such writing is inappropriate in lyric verse.
Sung dynasty lyric poets often used lines from the regular verse of such poets
as Li Ho %%?,Li Shang-yin and Wen Tying-yiin.But then this was exquisite and
sumptous poetry to begin with, and lent itself to such adaptation. Even lines from
Six Dynasties literature are sometimes too heavy for lyric verse. When Li Ch'ingchao 3'R,R quotes the lines

The light dew falls in the morning,
The young wu-t'ung tree begins to sprout

Nien-nu chQo ,&ah%
(The Charms of Nian-nu)

:%ERR
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from A New Account o f Tales of the World, she succeeds because she has chosen
two unusually appropriate lines. This gives us some idea of the discrimination
required in the use of quotations, the need to exclude all but the light and fine.
The lyric is the most refined of all Chinese literary forms, and the only one
capable of articulating a certain kind of restrained and elusive melancholy. But the
converse is also true. There are some themes, and some sorts of language, that
cannot find a place in it. Its refinement imposes a narrowness of range, which is
what Wang Kuo-wei meant when he said that "the lyric can deal with themes
beyond the range of regular verse, but cannot encompass that entire range".

whole of the last lyric cited is composed of quotations, four from
the Analects, two from the Odes, one from Mencius, one from the Book of
Changes, and one from the Book of Ritual. Such writing is inappropriate
in lyric verse.
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IV. Elusiveness of the Lyric World
Chou Chi JZI 88 likened the lyrics of Wu Wen-ying to

Shadows of passing clouds on a sunny day,
Shimmering green ripples that repay
Endless contemplation;
But try to catch them,
And they fly away.

X X ~ ~ J
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He was referring to their elusive and subtle melancholy. But what he says is true not
only of Wu but of all fine lyric poets. For depth of inspiration and subtlety of
expression, the lyric stands supreme in Chinese literature.
In regular verse, for all its metaphors and symbols, one can still trace the
verse, for example, it has been said
meaning behind the words. Of Juan Chi 0 3 % ' ~
that while the words may be seen and heard, their meaning lies beyond the furthest
horizon, their ultimate destination is hard to find. But they do at least have such a
destination, even if after all these years it has become impossible to uncover all
the relevant facts about the poet's life and times, and therefore "hard to establish
the true circumstances" referred
Lyric poets, on the other hand, were usually men of an extremely sensitive and
sentimental disposition, who freely indulged their predilection for wine and women,
and lived in a twilight, bitter-sweet world. They used the exquisite form of the lyric
to embody their elusive private melancholy, their personal joys and griefs. Reading
a lyric is like standing at the edge of an abyss and catching tantalizing glimpses of
the fish darting in the depths; it is like riding the waves of the ocean and seeing a
mountain approach and recede with the swell. If the poet himself had more than one
person or thing in mind when he wrote his poem, how can the reader hope to pin
him down t o an unambiguous meaning? The depth of any interpretation will depend
entirely on the perceptive powers of the individual reader.
(attributed by some to
Here, for example, is a lyric by Feng Yenszu ?%%I3
Ou-yang Hsiu EM%@), to the tune Tieh lien hua % R E (The Butterfly Loves the
Flowers):

The cloud that drifted days ago
Forgot to come home,
Doesn't know
SpringS on the wane.
Down in the holiday street
Flowers and pretty faces,
And that fancy carriage
Parked at someone else's door.
Up at the window, tears
6 ~ h e s eremarks on Juan Chi's poetry can be found in Chung Jung
a e ' s Shih P'in
and in Li Shan q s ' s commentary to Juan Chi's
Poems o f My Heart, in the Chao-ming Wen Hsiian, Chiion 2 3.
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and faltering soliloquy:
'Swallows, swallows,
On your way,
By the footpath,
Did you see . . . ?"
Tangled spring-sorrow
Like catkins
Won't let go;
But dreaming
Never finds.
This poem has been variously interpreted as an allegory of the poet's "unwavering
allegiance to his country" (Chang Hui-yen), and as a more generalized "social
lament" (Wang Kuo-wei). Interpretations vary from reader to reader, and while the
poet need not have had either of these two ideas in his mind, each reader is entitled
to come to his own conclusions.
The lyric poet's perceptions and impression arise from the depth of his personal
joy and sorrow, and although they may appear far-fetched or confused, they have
an aesthetic unity and intricate balance of their own-rounded like a pearl, smooth
as jade, and with the translucent clarity of a carved miniature. When approaching
such poems, we should appreciate that the poet is echoing in his song his distant
vision and innermost yearnin&, and we should allow the music of the words to stir
us to the heart. Surely it is enough to be transported to a rarefied world, where we
may catch a glimpse of life's essence? Why bog ourselves down trying to work out
exactly how the poet achieved his effect, and precisely what he meant, when by
clinging t o such details we may miss the point altogether? Like the man in the boat
who, having dropped his sword overboard, marked the place on the side of the boat.
. . . . What we must strive for is a sense of intuitive wonder. The world of the lyric is
like a mountain viewed through the mist, or a flower seen in the moonlight. Its
beauty resides in its elusive ambiguity, and if we insist on bringing it out into the
light we are acting contrary to the very nature of the form, and will only end up
with something shallow and crude.
Under these four headings I have tried to give a broad characterization of the
lyric, and of the ways in which it differs from regular verse.

Delicacy and Inner Strength
SOMEMAY ARGUE THAT the late Ch'ing critics stressed weight, rugged spontaneity
and grandeur in the lyric, qualities quite at variance with the picture I have drawn.
But it should be remembered that their purpose (that of the Ch'ing critics) was to
counteract the decadent tendencies of their time towards superficial and fussy
writhg. They were concerned with correcting stylistic habits. I am discussing the
fundamental nature of the lyric. Our ideas are in fact complementary.
Take Hsin Ch'i-chi's lines quoted earlier:
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Do not gaze
From that high balcony:
The sunset
And misty willows
Are a sight to break the heart.
The language is delicate, but the sentiment and overall effect are forceful and
grand. Or take Yen Chi-tao's lines:

Since we parted
I would recall our days together.
How often
My dreaming soul joined yours!
Tonight
By the silver taper's light
We'll gaze,
Afraid this meeting
Is just another dream.
The substance is light, but the feeling is deep and sincere. . . . This complementary
tension (between delicacy and strength, lightness and depth) is an acquired taste,
and it takes a true connoisseur to appreciate its beauty.
Another objection that may be raised is that I have made the lyric appear to
be a vehicle exclusively suited to the expression of love and sentiment in their
subtler and sadder aspects, and have ruled out the more heroic and passionate
themes such as patriotism and protest. But I am not being so dogmatic. I have tried
to elucidate the special qualities of the lyric by tracing its origins as a form. Its transformations will reflect the artistry of the individual poet.
Take Yueh Fei 5!3R, for example. His determination to pursue the Jurched
invaders, his outspoken opposition to the appeasers, his indignation that a pettyminded clique was betraying China while his own counsels went unheeded-all
these emotions found expression in lyrics such as this one, to the tune Hsiao ch'ung
shan /J\SLLI(Little Chung-shan):

I rise and pace the steps alone.
A silent night,
And through the curtain
Brilliant moonlight.
....
I'd let my grief sing on the lute,
But whyIn a deaf world,
Where a broken string would pass unheard!
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There is something heroic and dashing about the lyrics of Hsin Ch'i-chi. He
succeeds in expressing his brilliant wit, his burning ambition to restore the North,
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and his bitterness at the court for leaving his talents unused and denying him an
opportunity to hunt down the Jurched troops and strike a blow for his country.

The Empress never won her assignation;
Feeling against her was too strong.
Even a eulogy that cost a thousand pounds
Could not buy ears
To hear her heartfelt yearnings.
But don't crow too soon!
Have you not seen
Beauties o f old
Turned to dust?
0 bitter and most futile grief!
Do not gaze
From that perilous balcony:
The sunset
And misty willows
Are a sight to break the heart.
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Mo yu erh gA5Z
(Catching Fish)

Wen T'ien-hsiang T X H was a man of unswerving loyalty who refused to
compromise with the Mongols, a man of indomitable courage who faced many
hardships and dangers, preferring death to dishonour.

The world veers from side to side
like rain.
I have always been pure
as the shining moon.
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Man chiang hung @i'IhX

(Red River)
The glory and grandeur of these three great men have lived on through the ages.
They expressed their patriotic fervour and their single-minded dedication-indirectly, in that most elusive and exquisite of literary forms, the lyric, and as a result their
poems are not marred by strident overstatement, but have a profound sincerity
and beauty.
If this is still not enough, let me add that the lyric is also capable of expressing
the most vehement sentiments. Take this lyric by Chang Yiian-kan En%, to the
tune shih-chou man 7il.l.l t5 (Shih-chou Adagio):

Broken-hearted!
Mars glowers
At brigand hordes run amuck,
Rebel tartars on the rampage.
I'd pull down the Milky Way
To wipe this blood and scum
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From our land!
Where have they taken
Our King and Prince?
Why are we pinned
To the Yangtze Line?
My heart is in the distant North,
While I must sit in the SouthLike a helpless old general
Beating a cracked spittoonTo accompany m y futile lament.
Or Chang Hsiao-hsiang E%#'s lyric to the tune Shui tiao ko t'ou
Song):

7rJc8i%S

(Water

Ghosts o f monkeys
Wail in the bamboo grove.
In the bivouac at midnight
Distribution o f bows.
Young heroes from Ching and Ch'u
In the red embroidered jackets
O f the Light Brigade.
For a thousand miles
Wind blows
And thunder crashes.
Troops sweep
Like meteors
And shooting stars.
Chopping shallots with an axe;
Talking and laughing under canvas;
Every day
New victory despatches are sent off:
Or Lu Yu E'&'s lyric to the tune Hsieh ch'ih ch'un %&$L (Spring at the Hsieh
Pool) :
As a young soldier
I had the courage t o gobble up
The last of the tartars!
High serried clouds,
Beacons burning in the night.
Ruddy cheeks and flashing locks,
Bow and spear in hand
On the western frontier.
Laughing at how
The old fogeys
In their scholar's caps
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Had been wrong
All along.
These last three poems all have a loud, reverberant sonority and create a vivid
effect. But in their mood and in the poetic world that they create, they fall short of
the first three. Yueh, Hsin and Wen excelled in the qualities most prized by the lyric
poet. Stirring, heroic sentiments are appropriate to oratory, where the purpose is to
rouse a crowd t o immediate action. In regular verse, which is written t o be intoned
and enjoyed at leisure, to be mulled over several times, and in lyric verse, where
sophistication, refinement and restraint are prized above all, passion and vehemence
must be tempered with tenderness and deep sincerity. Passion is aroused by momentary moral indignation, whereas deep sincerity is the product of daily cultivation.
Passion resembles the bravery of the common soldier, whereas deep sincerity is the
higher courage that stems from love towards humanity. Since the days of old, the
great exemplars of loyalty and chivalry, who in their love for motherland and
people braved danger and remained unflinching to the end, always drew on the
strength of their deep self-cultivation. They never relied solely on their exuberance
and animal spirits. It is the achievement of the greatest literary creations that they
are able by the skilful use of subtly beautiful language t o express this deep inner
sincerity. Literature that is noisy, self-publicizing, superficial and propagandist
cannot be held in high esteem.
Many of the finest lyrics are soft and yielding on the surface, but contain a
hard inner core. Critics have always praised Wen T'ien-hsiang's Song of an Upright
Soul E%A, but I would single out those last two lines from his "Red River":

The world veers from side to side
like rain.
I have always been pure
as the shining moon.
They combine verbal beauty with spirited content, and suggest a whole world of
single-minded loyalty and integrity. To lay emphasis on the excitement generated
by a lyric to the exclusion of all else, and therefore to condemn some of the finest
lyrics as effete, is to betray not only a shallowness of aesthetic judgement, but also
a coarseness of feeling, a lack of cultivation and a spirit capable only of the outward
manifestations of passion and incapable of inner sincerity.

The Lyric Spirit in Life
The lyric came into being and flourished because it corresponded to a part of
the natural world and to a realm of human feeling. So long as this world and these
feelings exist, there will always be people who appreciate lyric poetry and try to
write it. Slanting wind, fine rain, pale moon and scattered stars characterize the lyric
sky. Lonely valleys and crystal streams, unrippled lakes and meandering banks shape
the lyric landscape. Sensitive feelings and transcendant thoughts, deep aspirations
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and intimate yearnings are the pulse of the lyric soul. All true lyric poets, all men
with a character cultivated in the lyric mould, manifest this lyric quality in their life
and thought. They are gentle and sincere, pure of mind, idealistic and free from
contrived or petty thoughts.
Such a man was Yen Chi-tao: "though repeatedly a failure in his career, he
refused to pay court to the influential. He had his own literary style, and refused to
ape the fashonable scholars' language. Though he was wildly extravagant and though
his family went cold and hungry, his complexion remained like that of a child. When
men betrayed him a hundred times he took no offence, and always had faith in
others, never suspecting that they might be trying to take advantage of him." (From
Huang T'ing-chien %BEE'S "Preface to The Lyrics of Little Hill /J\LI-I:~S")
Another was Chiang K'uei "of pure and shining countenance, like an immortal.
Even if he was down to his last bean, he would still manage somehow to feed several
guests at every meal. His was an eccentric nature. Sometimes, on finding some
beautiful spot in the countryside, he would be so enchanted by it that he would
disappear, and no one could find him. Or late at night, he would stroll out by the
light of moon and stars, reciting his poems in a loud voice. He was in his element
even in a cruel northerly wind, when lesser mortals huddled inside to keep warm."
(from Chang Yii Ern's Biographical Account o f White Stone the Taokt B 6 S A B )
From these two men we can form an idea of the lyric spirit in action. In the
realm of ideas and scholarship, the signs of the lyric spirit are wit, perspicacity and
profundity of interpretation, and an intuitive understanding of inner truth as opposed to an obsession with literal meaning. A fine example is to be found in Wang
KuorweiYswidely respected work in the field of literary and historical research. His
interpretations, while they may seem novel, are in fact quite natural. He unravels
age-old mysteries in the most logical and plausible way, and by the liveliness and
precision of his argument and the freshness and clarity of his style succeeds in
bringing his subjects to life. Learned dissertations are as a rule tedious t o read. But
Kuo-wei's scholarly works (Kuan-t 'ang ji-lin %B%#)are like a work of fiction. To
read them is a pleasure and a refreshing experience.
Wang was himself originally a lyric poet, and a very good one. Here is one of
his lyrics, to the tune T'ieh lien hua (The Butterfly Loves the Flowers):

By the road stands a mansion
a hundred feet high;
Light thunder in the sky
in the half-light o f dusk
or dawn.
A t a balcony,
alone,
a maiden idly counts
the tiny passers-b y.
A momentary shower reveals
tree-tops
above the dust
o f carriage-wheels.

me Chinese Lyric
In mansion and Iane
age turns to dust again.
Toward evening,
west wind blows in the rain.
Tomorrow will bring,
more puddles, more pain.
It was because Wang approached scholarly criticism in a lyric spirit that he was
able to write with such profound understanding and clarity. He was indeed one of
the greatest writers of his age. Nowadays, while there is considerable admiration for
his Lyric Remarks for the Human World, there are few that appreciate his Lyrics
for the Human World. And yet the intensely alive quality of his scholarship, its
almost magical brilliance, are precisely manifestations of his fundamentally lyric
talent. This is basic to an understanding of the man. (There are men whose genius
is creative and not scholarly, and I am not claiming that all lyric poets make good
scholars. But in Wang Kuo-wei we have a particular case of lyric genius employed
to brilliant effect in scholarly research.)

The Chinese Lyric and Western Poetry
A comparison with Western literature may help to bring out the nature of
Chinese lyric verse, and shed some light on its position within literature as a whole.
The origins and course of development of Western poetry are quite different from
those of Chinese poetry. Western poetry traces its origins back to Classical Greece,
where the most important genres were epic poetry and drama (especially tragedy).
Indeed Aristotle in his Poetics only discusses epic poetry and tragedy, and makes
no mention of lyric poetry. There was lyric poetry in Greece, but its development
was negligible. It was not until the Italian poet Petrarch in the fourteenth century
that lyric poetry began t o flourish, reaching its heyday with the rise of the Romantic
Movement in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Chinese poetry, on the other
hand, had been lyric, or rather lyrical, from its earliest days. Many of the finest
poems in The Book of Odes are lyrical in this broader sense. The works of Ch'u
Yiian El%and Sung Yii SZ, though cast in a different form, were also lyrical in
essence. The Han fu was a departure in the direction of purely descriptive verse. It
proved shortlived, however, and from Wei Bk and Chin Z? times the fu reverted to
being a lyrical form. The five-syllable verse of the Six Dynasties, the old-style and
new-style verse of the Tang dynasty, the lyrics proper of the Five Dynasties and
Sung, the extended lyric forms of the Yuan and Ming-all these forms were lyrical
in character. Even the early tsa-chii drama of the Yuan and Ming, and the later
ch'uan-ch'i BS drama of the Ming and Ch'ing were essentially lyric dramas. While
China lacks an epic or tragic tradition, the unique development of "lyrical" poetry
has led to a great diversity of forms to suit many varieties of feeling.
The same variety of mood is to be found in Western poetry, although it never
underwent such a detailed formal division. In English poetry, for instance, Milton's
"L'Allegro" and "I1 Penseroso" can be compared t o some of the shorter fu R of the
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Six Dynasties. Shelley's "Ode to the West Wind" can be compared to seven-syllable
old-style verse. Wordsworth's Sonnets to Regulated Octets; Browning's verse dramas
to the verse passages in our own dramas of the Yuan, Ming and Ch'ing dynasties; and
when we come to Keats and the Rossettis, we f i d a true counterpart to our own
lyric verse. The hundred and one poems in Dante Gabriel Rossetti's The House of
Life, with their subtle melancholy and fragrance, their plaintive and slender charm,
all read like short lyrics by Ch'in Kuan or Yen Chi-tao. After all, impressions and
emotions are alike the world over. That realm of veiled tenderness and dreamy
melancholy exists everywhere. In China it led to the creation of the lyric, in the
West to the verse of poets such as Keats and the Rossettis. The only difference is
that in China it became a separate form, with its own ramifications and its own
golden age. If Keats and the Rossettis had been born in China, they would surely
have been lyric poets to rank with Ch'in Kuan, Yen Chi-tao and Li Ch'ing-chao.

Conclusion
I am not trying to publicize or make a case for the lyric; only to point out
some of its distinctive qualities, and its relation to other literary forms. I am not
claiming all the world's beauty for the lyric, nor am I urging everyone to read or
write lyrics. I only wish to say that lyric verse has its value in Chinese literature.
Men's natures differ just as their appearances do. To those born with a sensitive
spirit and an appreciation of subtle beauty, lyric verse can bring delight and release,
it can be a source of peace and strength. And this aesthetic sensitivity, if coupled
with a sincere cultivation of character, can greatly enhance the quality of a man's
everyday life and of his literary and scholarly pursuits. Many human activities coexist, many paths lead to the same goal. The lyric, an expression of the human heart
and mind, and of human perceptions of the world, is one path leading to an understanding of beauty and goodness.

